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SmartBuyGlasses Offers Affordable Quality Prescription Lenses and Professional

Coating Options
At SmartBuyGlasses, customers can customize their prescription glasses and sunglasses with an

affordable selection of prescription lenses and coatings.

SmartBuyGlasses, a leading global eyewear brand, offers affordable prescription lenses and
coatings to ensure premium vision for every budget. The selection includes single vision lenses
like reading and distance glasses, progressives, and non-prescription lenses. All of these can
be customized with a range of professional coatings. With thousands of high-quality frames,
SmartBuyGlasses’ selection has something to accommodate any customer’s prescription need
and preference.

Quality single vision lenses are always included with the glasses. They can be customized with
coatings options such as scratch-resistance, anti-glare, Transitions® (also known as
photochromic lenses), polarization, zFORT® blue block, tinting, and mirror. On the website,
customers can also find an extensive selection of sunglasses, to which they can add their eye
prescription and their preferred coatings.

Shoppers can also get their prescription details from a current pair of glasses using
SmartBuyGlasses’ Prescription Lens Scanner free app. Additionally, with each pair of glasses or
sunglasses, customers can enjoy an exclusive two-year warranty and a 100-day return if they
are unsatisfied with their purchase.

SmartBuyGlasses’ mission is to bring affordable eyewear to all customers worldwide. By
offering a variety of budget-friendly lens options combined with many benefits, the company is
helping customers obtain perfect vision while spending less.
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SmartBuyGlasses is a leading global eyewear e-retailer with over 15 years of expertise in the
eyewear industry. SmartBuyGlasses sells an extensive range of eyeglasses, sunglasses, and
contact lenses at accessible prices. With innovative digital tools, SmartBuyGlasses reimagines
the online customer experience for an enjoyable, efficient, and easy purchasing journey.
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